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SAFE CLASSROOM SYSTEM
Compatible with

REQUEST A QUOTE

SAFE (Signal Alert For Education) System™ is a

crucial tool that provides a timely response for

incidents that happen in and outside the

classroom. The SAFE Classroom System

empowers teachers to focus on their teaching,

knowing that help is a simple button press away.
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SAFE (Signal Alert For Education) System™ is an alert and notification solution that connects teachers
and classrooms to first responders for quick response and communication. The integration of SAFE
System with the Teacher Microphone gives teachers a personal duress button, providing the ability to
send alerts instantly, from anywhere in the school. Office staff are able to discreetly acknowledge the
alert, letting teachers know that help is on the way. The web-based interface gives administrators the
ability to provide direction and maintain situational awareness of the entire campus, even in the most
challenging emergency conditions. When seconds count, SAFE System is there to help!

DISCREET ALERT
Call for help without escalating dangers

QUICK RESPONSE
Immediately notify first responders

MEDICAL HELP
Assess and respond to any emergency Back To Top 
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SYSTEM COMPONENTS

EPIC System EduCam360 Ampli�er

Receiver Network Interface

EPIC System

EPIC SYSTEM SOFTWARE

EPIC System gives access to alert front of�ce staff of

emergencies. EPIC System also gives teachers access to

VIEWpath® (Video Interactive Education Window), changing the

world of professional development. 

FULL SPECS

EduCam360

EDUCAM360-B

The EduCam360® allows educators, administrators, and security

personnel to see the entire classroom - all at once! View multiple,

simultaneous angles of the classroom in high de�nition quality with

the EduCam360. Choose full circle 360° panoramic, two 180°

double panoramas, four quarter 90° or a simple single stream view.

Teachers, administrators and school resource of�cers will

appreciate the most advanced, multiple-view educational camera

available today.

FULL SPECS

Ampli�ers

CA-60

Back To Top 
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CA-30
The CA-30 classroom ampli�er is designed to complement

projectors or �at panel displays to provide high quality playback of

multimedia audio. Integrate with the MS-250 Network Interface or

EduCam360 to gain access to the SAFE System.

FULL SPECS

The CA-60 classroom ampli�er is designed to complement

projectors or �at panel dispays to provide high quality playback of

multimedia audio and supports Assistive Listening Devices.

Integrate with the MS-250 Network Interface or EduCam360 to

gain access to the SAFE System.

FULL SPECS

GL-300
This plenum rated GL-300 ampli�er is perfect for seamless

classroom integration. Controllable vie RS-232, the compact size of

this ampli�er hides quietly in ceilings, enclosures or cabinetry. This

ampli�er also connects easily with other devices. Integrate with the

MS-250 Network Interface or EduCam360 to gain access to the

SAFE System.

FULL SPECS

MS-450
The MS-450 is a networked classroom ampli�er and a central

component in the Optimum Classroom System. This ampli�er has

network-based intercom, paging and emergency noti�cation,

providing full, duplex audio. It is easy-to-use, easy-to-install, and

has a simple user interface software. During emergencies,

designated emergency speakers are powered over Ethernet and

paging can still be heard. 

FULL SPECS

Microphone and Receiver

XD MICROPHONE AND RECEIVER

The XD Teacher Microphone is a wearable microphone that uses
specialized technology to allow the teacher's voice to be clearly heard
in all learning environments. The XD Receiver is the control center for
the XD Classroom Microphones. This device receives audio signals
and translates them into crystal-clear instruction through cutting edge
Audio Enhancement speakers. 

MIC SPECS RECEIVER SPECS

Network Interface

MS-250

Back To Top 
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OPTIONAL UPGRADES

Alert Button

ALERT NOTIFICATION BUTTON

Alert Button NVR

Classroom Audio VIEWpath EPIC System

This optional Alert Noti�cation Button can be strategically installed

in various locations (i.e. entrances, cafeterias, front of�ces,

hallways, board rooms etc.). pressing the button sends a message

through the network interface or a network camera to the front

of�ce console, identifying the location and time.

FULL SPECS

The MS-250 Network Interface allows the Audio Enhancement
amplifiers to connect to the school's network infrastructure. This
device can transmit an alert from the teacher's microphone, providing
a live audio stream. This information can be sent automatically with
location information to a first responder's desk, computer,  mobile
device and cell phone.

FULL SPECS

Alert Station

MS-1000 MONITORING STATION

The MS-1000 receives alert signals from all classrooms on the network. Multiple MS-1000s can be

placed at key staff and administration locations. It operates independent of servers and can be

placed on a desk or mounted to the wall. A username and password prevents unauthorized changes

to network settings. The system has a protected activation protocal — information it needs to

authenticate before it will set off the alart. 

FULL SPECS

Network Video Recorder Back To Top 
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Classroom Audio

CLASSROOM AUDIO

EPIC System

Learning begins with hearing. That's why Audio Enhancement, inc.

pioneered the wireless microphone system for learning

environments. The microphone distributes the teacher's natural

voice throughout the room, so that every student can hear better.

LEARN MORE

NVR-4000

The Network Video Recorder is a video management device that

makes live and recorded video available anytime, anywhere.

Equipped with up to 32 TB of digital storage, the NVR-4000

manages up to 16 cameras.

FULL SPECS

NVR-8000

The Network Video Recorder is a video management device that

makes live and recorded video available anytime, anywhere.

Equipped with up to 64 TB of digital storage, the NVR-8000

manages up to 32 cameras.

FULL SPECS

VIEWpath

VIEWPATH VIDEO

VIEWpath® (Video Interactive Education Window) is a professional

development platform designed to help teachers evaluate

performance, engagement and content in their lessons.

LEARN MORE

Back To Top 
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EPIC SYSTEM

GET YOUR SAFE CLASSROOM SYSTEM TODAY!

The EPIC (Education Paging and Intercom Communications)

System™ is a comprehensive school-wide communication system

that fully integrates into the IP network to provide full control of

your school, ensuring reliable communication between

administrators, teachers and students.

REQUEST A QUOTE

LEARN MORE

Back To Top 
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